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Hon. Chairman's message
Vietnam has the opportunity to develop new and successful businesses through expansion,
identification of highly qualified personnel, and retention of talented personnel.

With participation in extensive training with experts, exemplary management, and access to advice and specialization
consultants for guidance, businesses can become successful and prosper from their efforts. However, many enterprises
in Vietnam do not have or nor they have easy to the skills and resources they need to become successful enterprises.
G-BI International Knowledge Management JSC (G-BI Inc.) will serve the purpose of providing the resources to
businesses and organizations as well as interested individuals in terms of high quality personnel, specialized consulting,
executive and technical training and development, global market solutions and company representation, and
management of international events and media.
Opening right on the time for the celebrations of the 1000th Thang Long Anniversary and the ancient capital of Hanoi
and being the result of ten-year building of ideas from the founders, G-BI is a knowledge-based company
headquartered in Vietnam with contacts and connections worldwide. We have adopted a Blue Ocean approach
focusing on quality, service, learning socialization based on practical level knowledge networks, and innovation. Our
vision is to build G-BI to be a leading specialized consultancy and outsourcing corporation in Vietnam, as well as the
first global Vietnamese online biztech school integrating business practices, academic and social, to provide excellent
solutions in term of organizational and personal development.
All members of the G-BI family are committed to provide our esteemed clients with unique and highly valued services
delivered by managers and top experts with global experience with entire satisfaction to enhance the effectiveness and
efficiency of businesses and individuals for the advancement of our society and our country.
We look forward to working with you.
Dr. Roberto C. Licup Sr
Hon. Chairman
G-BI Inc.
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